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Mark(s) 

I. READING 1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word for each of 

the following blanks. (1.5pts) 

  Our family has got many books. All the ...(1)... of our family buy books and read them. My mother says that books help us 

in self-education. In ancient times, books were written by hand. It was difficult to write a book ...(2)... a pen. Then printing 

came into our life. Printing played an important ...(3)... in the development of literature and culture. Now there are a lot of 

books in the shops, and there are many books in our flats. But it is difficult to buy all books ...(4)... we want to read. That’s 

why we get books in public libraries.  

  There are some problems in our life and sometimes it is difficult to deal with them. I think that books can help us. Last year, 

I read a very interesting book, An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser. This novel was published at the beginning of the 

20
th
 century. The novel ...(5)... the tragic fate of a boy and a girl, Clyde and Roberta ...(6)... name. It is a sad but meaningful 

story. This novel was written many years ago, but it is worth reading by teenagers nowadays. Books must be our friends 

during our lifetime.                        

01. A. groups B. relates C. partners D. members 

02. A. at B. with C. in D. by 

03. A. role B. place C. game D. lot 

04. A. which B. where C. when D. who 

05. A. describes B. mentions C. writes D. prescribes 

06. A. by B. of C. for D. with 

II. ERROR IDENTIFYING. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) in the sentence that needs 

correcting. (1pt) 

07. This is a valuable book. You must look after it carefully and you needn’t lose it. 

A. needn’t B. must look C. a D. carefully 

08.  The theory is easy to understand. You  mustn’t explain it further. 

A. mustn’t B. further C. The D. easy to 

09.  Have you  ever read any novels wrote by Jack London? 

A. wrote B. Have you C. any D. ever read 

10. Books in the home is a wonderful source of knowledge and pleasure. 

A. is B. the C. of D. and 

III. WRITING. Mark the letter A, B C, or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes or rewrites each of the 

following sentences. (1.5pts) 

11. There is a plenty of time.  ……………… 

A. You can’t run to class.  B. You needn’t run to class. 

C. You mustn’t run to class. D. You shouldn’t run to class. 

12. Is it possible for me to come to your house at about 7 pm? 

A. Must I come over to your house at about 7pm? B. Will I come to your house at about 7pm? 

C. May I come to your house at about 7pm? D. Should I come to your house at about 7pm? 

13. Hunting is prohibited here. 

A. You must be hunted here.             B. Hunting mustn’t be prohibited here. 

C. You needn’t go hunting here. D. You mustn’t go hunting here. 

14. Who wrote the biography of Steve Jobs? 

A. Was the biography of Steve Jobs written by whom? 

B. By whom was the biography of Steve Jobs written?  

C. Was the biography written by Steve Jobs? 

D. Whom did the biography of Steve Jobs be written? 

15. Books with good stories are described as “hard to put down”. 

A. They describe books as “ hard - to - put - down” with good stories. 

B. They describe books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

C. They described books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

D. It is described books with good stories as “ hard -to - put -down”. 

16. You can’t read different types of books in the same way. 

A. Books can’t be read different types in the same way. 

B. Different types of books can be not read in the same way. 

C. Different types of books in the same way can’t be read. 

D. Different types of books can’t be read in the same way. 

IV. READING 2. Read the passage and answer the questions. (1pt) 

   For a long time the image most people had of a gorilla was a dangerous-looking animal with big, bared teeth. But 

researchers studying gorillas show a very different picture of mountain gorillas. The animals are peaceful, gentle, sociable, 

and mainly plant-eating creatures.  
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   Gorillas live in family groups. A typical group is led by the biggest and strongest grown-up male gorilla. He is called a 

silverback because the hair on a male's back turns from black to silvery grey as he grows up. A silverback's group usually 

includes one or two sub-adult males and a few females and their young.  

  Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. Their food includes a variety of plants, along with a few kinds of insects 

and worms. At night the animals make a nest to sleep in. Many lightweight gorillas nest in trees. The heavier ones may nest 

in grasses on the ground. Babies sleep with their mothers at night.  

  Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. They are endangered and threatened by civil wars in the smaller parts of 

Africa. Hunters kill them for food. Their forests are cut down for farmland, fuel, and housing. But many scientists, forest 

rangers and other concerned people are working hard to protect mountain gorillas and their habitats.  

17. Which of the following can be a group leader? 

A. A grown-up gorilla  B. The biggest and strongest adult female gorilla. 

C. The biggest and strongest adult male gorilla. D. A female gorilla 

18. What are the main features of the gorilla? 

A. They live in family groups.                                          B. They are peaceful, gentle, sociable, and mainly plant-eating. 

C. Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating.    D. Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. 

19. Why are gorillas in danger? 

A. Because of civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

B. Because of civil war. 

C. Because civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

D. Because of their habitat destruction. 

20. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Mountain gorillas eat mainly plants. B. Gorrilas are very dangerous. 

C. Life for mountain gorilla is peaceful. D. Hunters kill mountain gorilla for the trees they live in. 

V. LANGUAGE USES. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blank space. (3.75pts) 

21. The picnic ……. because Peter has just had a bad fall off his bike. 

A. will cancel B. will be cancelling C. will be cancelled D. will have cancelled 

22. When a reader ‘……’ an interesting book, that means he reads it slowly and carefully. 

A. reviews B. dips into C. swallows D. chews and digests 

23. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause destruction to wildlife. 

A. contamination B. erosion C. damage D. pollution 

24. …..… is the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being damaged or destroyed.  

A. Measure B. Destruction C. Effort D. Conservation 

25. There are many plants and animals which are in …… of extinction. 

A. threat B. experience C. number D. danger 

26. When you have a small child in the house, you …… leave small objects lying around. Such objects …… be swallowed, 

causing serious injury or even death. 

A. should / must B. needn't / may C. should not / might D. mustn't / can't 

27. - Mary: ………………?       Alice: He is brave, witty and very kind to people. 

A. How does Harry Potter like? B. What is Harry Potter like? 

C. What does Harry Potter look like? D. Who is Harry Potter? 

28. Many species are now considered…. risk.…extinction. 

A. at - of B. in - at C. on - in D. for - with 

29. The Red List has been introduced to… people’s awareness of conservation needs. 

A. raise B. grow C. lift D. upload 

30. You ……join the exploration, boys. It‘s extremely dangerous. 

A. mightn’t B. mustn’t  C. may not D. needn’t 

31. George: How often do you read books?          Anne: ……………… 

A. I often swallow it. B. Oh, very good. C. Almost everyday. D. In the afternoon. 

32. A / An … species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. endangered B. dangerous C. endanger D. danger 

33. Mrs. Hoa…….  early retirement this year. She hasn’t decided yet. 

A. need take B. may take C. must be taken D. has to be taken 

34. Frankie: Where is Dad?  Kitty: He…... be in the garden. I’m not sure. 

A. may B. ought C. has to D. had to 

35. The package ….. carefully before it ……. 

A. should be wrapped / would be posted B. mustn’t be wrapped/ needs posting 

C. needs wrapping / will post   D. must be wrapped / is posted 

VI. WORD STRESS. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (0.5pt) 

36. A. awareness B. chemical C. vulnerable D. recommend 

37. A. organization B. urbanization C. conservation D. biodiversity 

VII. PRONUNCIATION. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 

the others. (0.75pt) 

38. A. provided B. destroyed C. preserved D. endangered 

39. A. describe B. digest C. wildlife D.wilderness 
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40. A. animal B. natural C. illegal D. habitat 

 
The End 
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Mark(s) 

I. WRITING. Mark the letter A, B C, or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes or rewrites each of the 

following sentences. (1.5pts) 

01. Who wrote the biography of Steve Jobs? 

A. By whom was the biography of Steve Jobs written?  

B. Was the biography written by Steve Jobs? 

C. Whom did the biography of Steve Jobs be written? 

D. Was the biography of Steve Jobs written by whom? 

02. Is it possible for me to come to your house at about 7 pm? 

A. Must I come over to your house at about 7pm? B. Will I come to your house at about 7pm? 

C. May I come to your house at about 7pm? D. Should I come to your house at about 7pm? 

03. You can’t read different types of books in the same way. 

A. Different types of books can’t be read in the same way. 

B. Books can’t be read different types in the same way. 

C. Different types of books can be not read in the same way. 

D. Different types of books in the same way can’t be read. 

04. Hunting is prohibited here. 

A. Hunting mustn’t be prohibited here.             B. You must be hunted here. 

C. You needn’t go hunting here. D. You mustn’t go hunting here. 

05. There is a plenty of time.  ……………… 

A. You can’t run to class.  B. You shouldn’t run to class. 

C. You mustn’t run to class. D. You needn’t run to class. 

06. Books with good stories are described as “hard to put down”. 

A. They describe books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

B. They described books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

C. They describe books as “ hard - to - put - down” with good stories. 

D. It is described books with good stories as “ hard -to - put -down”. 

II. WORD STRESS. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (0.5pt) 

07. A. vulnerable B. recommend C. awareness D. chemical 

08. A. organization B. conservation C. biodiversity D. urbanization 

III. LANGUAGE USES. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blank space. (3.75pts) 

09. There are many plants and animals which are in …… of extinction. 

A. number B. danger C. experience D. threat 

10. When you have a small child in the house, you …… leave small objects lying around. Such objects …… be swallowed, 

causing serious injury or even death. 

A. mustn't / can't B. needn't / may C. should not / might D. should / must 

11. George: How often do you read books?          Anne: ……………… 

A. Oh, very good. B. I often swallow it. C. In the afternoon. D. Almost everyday. 

12. When a reader ‘……’ an interesting book, that means he reads it slowly and carefully. 

A. reviews B. dips into C. chews and digests D. swallows 

13. …..… is the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being damaged or destroyed.  

A. Destruction B. Measure C. Conservation D. Effort 

14. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause destruction to wildlife. 

A. damage B. contamination C. erosion D. pollution 

15. The Red List has been introduced to… people’s awareness of conservation needs. 

A. raise B. lift C. upload D. grow 

16. The picnic ……. because Peter has just had a bad fall off his bike. 

A. will have cancelled B. will cancel C. will be cancelled D. will be cancelling 

17. The package ….. carefully before it ……. 

A. must be wrapped / is posted B. mustn’t be wrapped/ needs posting 

C. should be wrapped / would be posted D. needs wrapping / will post   

18. Frankie: Where is Dad?  Kitty: He…... be in the garden. I’m not sure. 
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A. has to B. ought C. may D. had to 

19. A / An … species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. endanger  B. endangered C. danger D. dangerous 

20. You ……join the exploration, boys. It‘s extremely dangerous. 

A. needn’t B. may not C. mightn’t D. mustn’t  

21. - Mary: ………………?       Alice: He is brave, witty and very kind to people. 

A. How does Harry Potter like? B. What is Harry Potter like? 

C. Who is Harry Potter?  D. What does Harry Potter look like? 

 

 

22. Many species are now considered…. risk.…extinction. 

A. for - with B. at - of C. in - at D. on - in 

23. Mrs. Hoa……. early retirement this year. She hasn’t decided yet. 

A. must be taken B. need take C. may take D. has to be taken 

IV. ERROR IDENTIFYING. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) in the sentence that needs 

correcting (1pt) 

24. This is a valuable book. You must look after it carefully and you needn’t lose it. 

A. must look B. a C. carefully D. needn’t 

25.  Have you  ever read any novels wrote by Jack London? 

A. ever read B. wrote C. any D. Have you 

26.  The theory is easy to understand. You  mustn’t explain it further. 

A. further B. easy to C. The D. mustn’t 

27. Books in the home is a wonderful source of knowledge and pleasure. 

A. is B. the C. of D. and 

V. READING 1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word for each of 

the following blanks. (1.5pts) 

  Our family has got many books. All the ...(28)... of our family buy books and read them. My mother says that books help us 

in self-education. In ancient times, books were written by hand. It was difficult to write a book ...(29)... a pen. Then printing 

came into our life. Printing played an important ...(30)... in the development of literature and culture. Now there are a lot of 

books in the shops, and there are many books in our flats. But it is difficult to buy all books ...(31)... we want to read. That’s 

why we get books in public libraries.  

  There are some problems in our life and sometimes it is difficult to deal with them. I think that books can help us. Last year, 

I read a very interesting book, An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser. This novel was published at the beginning of the 

20
th
 century. The novel ...(32)... the tragic fate of a boy and a girl, Clyde and Roberta ...(33)... name. It is a sad but 

meaningful story. This novel was written many years ago, but it is worth reading by teenagers nowadays. Books must be our 

friends during our lifetime.                        

28. A. relates B. groups C. partners D. members 

29. A. in B. at C. with D. by 

30. A. role B. lot C. game D. place 

31. A. who B. when C. which D. where 

32. A. mentions B. prescribes C. writes D. describes 

33. A. of B. by C. with D. for 

VI. PRONUNCIATION. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 

the others. (0.75pt) 

34. A. digest B. wildlife C. describe D.wilderness 

35. A. endangered B. provided C. destroyed D. preserved 

36. A. animal B. illegal C. natural D. habitat 

VII. READING 2. Read the passage and answer the questions. (1.25pts) 

   For a long time the image most people had of a gorilla was a dangerous-looking animal with big, bared teeth. But 

researchers studying gorillas show a very different picture of mountain gorillas. The animals are peaceful, gentle, sociable, 

and mainly plant-eating creatures.  

Gorillas live in family groups. A typical group is led by the biggest and strongest grown-up male gorilla. He is called a 

silverback because the hair on a male's back turns from black to silvery grey as he grows up. A silverback's group usually 

includes one or two sub-adult males and a few females and their young.  

  Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. Their food includes a variety of plants, along with a few kinds of insects 

and worms. At night the animals make a nest to sleep in. Many lightweight gorillas nest in trees. The heavier ones may nest 

in grasses on the ground. Babies sleep with their mothers at night.  

  Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. They are endangered and threatened by civil wars in the smaller parts of 

Africa. Hunters kill them for food. Their forests are cut down for farmland, fuel, and housing.     But many scientists, forest 

rangers and other concerned people are working hard to protect mountain gorillas and their habitats.  

37. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Life for mountain gorilla is peaceful. B. Mountain gorillas eat mainly plants. 

C. Gorrilas are very dangerous. D. Hunters kill mountain gorilla for the trees they live in. 

38. Which of the following can be a group leader? 
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A. The biggest and strongest adult male gorilla. B. A female gorilla 

C. The biggest and strongest adult female gorilla. D. A grown-up gorilla 

39. What are the main features of the gorilla? 

A. They are peaceful, gentle, sociable, and mainly plant-eating. B. Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. 

C. Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating.                 D. They live in family groups. 

40. Why are gorillas in danger? 

A. Because of civil war.                           B. Because civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

C. Because of their habitat destruction.   D. Because of civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut  

                                                                     down. 

 

The End 
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Mark(s) 

I. READING 1. Read the passage and answer the questions. (1.25pts) 

   For a long time the image most people had of a gorilla was a dangerous-looking animal with big, bared teeth. But 

researchers studying gorillas show a very different picture of mountain gorillas. The animals are peaceful, gentle, sociable, 

and mainly plant-eating creatures.  

Gorillas live in family groups. A typical group is led by the biggest and strongest grown-up male gorilla. He is called a 

silverback because the hair on a male's back turns from black to silvery grey as he grows up. A silverback's group usually 

includes one or two sub-adult males and a few females and their young.  

  Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. Their food includes a variety of plants, along with a few kinds of insects 

and worms. At night the animals make a nest to sleep in. Many lightweight gorillas nest in trees. The heavier ones may nest 

in grasses on the ground. Babies sleep with their mothers at night.  

  Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. They are endangered and threatened by civil wars in the smaller parts of 

Africa. Hunters kill them for food. Their forests are cut down for farmland, fuel, and housing. But many scientists, forest 

rangers and other concerned people are working hard to protect mountain gorillas and their habitats.  

01. Which of the following can be a group leader? 

A. The biggest and strongest adult female gorilla. B. A grown-up gorilla 

C. A female gorilla  D. The biggest and strongest adult male gorilla. 

02. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Life for mountain gorilla is peaceful. B. Mountain gorillas eat mainly plants. 

C. Hunters kill mountain gorilla for the trees they live in. D. Gorrilas are very dangerous. 

03. What are the main features of the gorilla? 

A. They live in family groups. 

B. They are peaceful, gentle, sociable, and mainly plant-eating. 

C. Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. 

D. Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. 

04. Why are gorillas in danger? 

A. Because of their habitat destruction. B. Because of civil war. 

C. Because civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

D. Because of civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

II. LANGUAGE USES. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blank space. (3.75pts) 

05. When a reader ‘……’ an interesting book, that means he reads it slowly and carefully. 

A. dips into B. reviews C. chews and digests D. swallows 

06. - Mary: ………………?       Alice: He is brave, witty and very kind to people. 

A. How does Harry Potter like? B. Who is Harry Potter? 

C. What does Harry Potter look like? D. What is Harry Potter like? 

07. When you have a small child in the house, you …… leave small objects lying around. Such objects …… be swallowed, 

causing serious injury or even death. 

A. needn't / may B. should / must C. should not / might D. mustn't / can't 

08. There are many plants and animals which are in …… of extinction. 

A. danger B. number C. threat D. experience 

09. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause destruction to wildlife. 

A. contamination B. erosion C. damage D. pollution 

10. You ……join the exploration, boys. It‘s extremely dangerous. 

A. mightn’t B. may not C. needn’t D. mustn’t  

11. George: How often do you read books?          Anne: ……………… 

A. I often swallow it. B. Oh, very good. C. Almost everyday. D. In the afternoon. 

12. The Red List has been introduced to… people’s awareness of conservation needs. 

A. raise B. grow C. lift D. upload 

13. Many species are now considered…. risk.…extinction. 

A. at - of B. for - with C. in - at D. on - in 

14. Frankie: Where is Dad?  Kitty: He…... be in the garden. I’m not sure. 

A. ought B. may C. has to D. had to 

15. Mrs. Hoa……. early retirement this year. She hasn’t decided yet. 

A. may take B. must be taken C. need take D. has to be taken 

16. A / An … species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. endanger B. danger C. dangerous D. endangered 

17. The package ….. carefully before it ……. 

A. mustn’t be wrapped/ needs posting B. must be wrapped / is posted 

C. needs wrapping / will post   D. should be wrapped / would be posted 
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18. …..… is the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being damaged or destroyed.  

A. Measure B. Destruction C. Conservation D. Effort 

19. The picnic ……. because Peter has just had a bad fall off his bike. 

A. will be cancelling B. will cancel C. will be cancelled D. will have cancelled 

III. WRITING. Mark the letter A, B C, or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes or rewrites each of the 

following sentences. (1.5pts) 

20. There is a plenty of time.  ……………… 

A. You mustn’t run to class. B. You needn’t run to class. 

C. You can’t run to class.  D. You shouldn’t run to class. 

21. Hunting is prohibited here. 

A. You must be hunted here. B. You mustn’t go hunting here. 

        C. You needn’t go hunting here.             D. Hunting mustn’t be prohibited here.    

22. Who wrote the biography of Steve Jobs? 

A. Whom did the biography of Steve Jobs be written?      B. By whom was the biography of Steve Jobs written?  

C. Was the biography written by Steve Jobs?                     D. Was the biography of Steve Jobs written by whom? 

23. You can’t read different types of books in the same way. 

A. Different types of books in the same way can’t be read. B. Books can’t be read different types in the same way. 

C. Different types of books can’t be read in the same way. D. Different types of books can be not read in the same way. 

24. Books with good stories are described as “hard to put down”. 

A. They described books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

B. They describe books as “ hard - to - put - down” with good stories. 

C. It is described books with good stories as “ hard -to - put -down”. 

D. They describe books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

25. Is it possible for me to come to your house at about 7 pm? 

A. Will I come to your house at about 7pm? B. Should I come to your house at about 7pm? 

C. Must I come over to your house at about 7pm? D. May I come to your house at about 7pm? 

IV. READING 2. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word for each 

of the following blanks. (1.5pts) 

  Our family has got many books. All the ...(26)... of our family buy books and read them. My mother says that books help us 

in self-education. In ancient times, books were written by hand. It was difficult to write a book ...(27)... a pen. Then printing 

came into our life. Printing played an important ...(28)... in the development of literature and culture. Now there are a lot of 

books in the shops, and there are many books in our flats. But it is difficult to buy all books ...(29)... we want to read. That’s 

why we get books in public libraries.  

  There are some problems in our life and sometimes it is difficult to deal with them. I think that books can help us. Last year, 

I read a very interesting book, An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser. This novel was published at the beginning of the 

20
th
 century. The novel ...(30)... the tragic fate of a boy and a girl, Clyde and Roberta ...(31)... name. It is a sad but 

meaningful story. This novel was written many years ago, but it is worth reading by teenagers nowadays. Books must be our 

friends during our lifetime.                        

26. A. relates B. groups C. members D. partners 

27. A. by B. with C. in D. at 

28. A. role B. lot C. place D. game 

29. A. when B. who C. where D. which 

30. A. writes B. describes C. mentions D. prescribes 

31. A. by B. with C. of D. for 

V. PRONUNCIATION. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 

the others. (0.75pt) 

32. A. digest B. describe C. wildlife D.wilderness 

33. A. preserved B. endangered C. provided D. destroyed 

34. A. animal B. natural C. illegal D. habitat 

VI. ERROR IDENTIFYING. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) in the sentence that needs 

correcting. (1pt) 

35. Books in the home is a wonderful source of knowledge and pleasure. 

A. the B. of C. and D. is 

36. This is a valuable book. You must look after it carefully and you needn’t lose it. 

A. must look B. needn’t C. carefully D. a 

37.  The theory is easy to understand. You  mustn’t explain it further. 

A. mustn’t B. The C. further D. easy to 

38.  Have you  ever read any novels wrote by Jack London? 

A. ever read B. Have you C. wrote D. any 

VII. WORD STRESS. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (0.5pt) 
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39. A. recommend B. chemical C. vulnerable D. awareness 

40. A. biodiversity B. conservation C. urbanization D. organization 

The End 
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THPT GÌ ĐÂY 

TỔ ANH VĂN 

KIỂM TRA ĐỊNH KỲ - NĂM HỌC 2013-2014 

BÀI SỐ 3 ~ HỌC KỲ II - MÔN ANH VĂN 12  ~ ĐỀ 447 

February ......., 2014 

Thời Gian: 45 phút - không kể thời gian giao đề 
 

Name.....................................................12 A... 
 

 

 

 

 
Mark(s) 

I. LANGUAGE USES. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blank space. (3.75pts) 

01. Mrs. Hoa……. early retirement this year. She hasn’t decided yet. 

A. may take B. must be taken C. has to be taken D. need take 

02. When a reader ‘……’ an interesting book, that means he reads it slowly and carefully. 

A. dips into B. swallows C. chews and digests D. reviews 

03. - Mary: ………………?       Alice: He is brave, witty and very kind to people. 

A. Who is Harry Potter? B. What does Harry Potter look like? 

C. What is Harry Potter like? D. How does Harry Potter like? 

04. Frankie: Where is Dad?  Kitty: He…... be in the garden. I’m not sure. 

A. may B. had to C. ought D. has to 

05. Many species are now considered…. risk.…extinction. 

A. at - of B. for - with C. in - at D. on - in 

06. A / An … species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. danger B. endangered C. endanger D. dangerous 

07. The picnic ……. because Peter has just had a bad fall off his bike. 

A. will have cancelled B. will be cancelling C. will cancel D. will be cancelled 

08. You ……join the exploration, boys. It‘s extremely dangerous. 

A. mustn’t  B. needn’t C. mightn’t D. may not 

09. The package ….. carefully before it ……. 

A. should be wrapped / would be posted B. needs wrapping / will post   

C. must be wrapped / is posted D. mustn’t be wrapped/ needs posting 

10. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause destruction to wildlife. 

A. damage B. contamination C. pollution D. erosion 

11. There are many plants and animals which are in …… of extinction. 

A. number B. experience C. danger D. threat 

12. George: How often do you read books?          Anne: ……………… 

A. Almost everyday. B. In the afternoon. C. Oh, very good. D. I often swallow it. 

13. The Red List has been introduced to… people’s awareness of conservation needs. 

A. lift B. raise C. grow D. upload 

14. When you have a small child in the house, you …… leave small objects lying around. Such objects …… be swallowed, 

causing serious injury or even death. 

A. mustn't / can't B. needn't / may C. should / must D. should not / might 

15. …..… is the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being damaged or destroyed.  

A. Measure B. Conservation C. Effort D. Destruction 

II. WORD STRESS. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (0.5pt) 

16. A. urbanization B. biodiversity C. organization D. conservation 

17. A. vulnerable B. recommend C. chemical D. awareness 

III. WRITING. Mark the letter A, B C, or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes or rewrites each of the 

following sentences. (1.5pts) 

18. There is a plenty of time.  ……………… 

A. You shouldn’t run to class. B. You needn’t run to class. 

C. You can’t run to class.  D. You mustn’t run to class. 

19. You can’t read different types of books in the same way. 

A. Different types of books can’t be read in the same way.     B. Different types of books in the same way can’t be read. 

C. Different types of books can be not read in the same way.  D. Books can’t be read different types in the same way. 

20. Books with good stories are described as “hard to put down”. 

A. They describe books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

B. It is described books with good stories as “ hard -to - put -down”. 

C. They describe books as “ hard - to - put - down” with good stories. 

D. They described books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

21. Who wrote the biography of Steve Jobs? 

A. Whom did the biography of Steve Jobs be written? 

B. By whom was the biography of Steve Jobs written?  

C. Was the biography of Steve Jobs written by whom? 

D. Was the biography written by Steve Jobs? 

22. Is it possible for me to come to your house at about 7 pm? 

A. May I come to your house at about 7pm? B. Should I come to your house at about 7pm? 
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C. Will I come to your house at about 7pm? D. Must I come over to your house at about 7pm? 

 

 

 

23. Hunting is prohibited here. 

A. You needn’t go hunting here. B. You mustn’t go hunting here. 

C. Hunting mustn’t be prohibited here.            D. You must be hunted here. 

IV. ERROR IDENTIFYING. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) in the sentence that needs 

correcting. (1pt) 

24.  Have you  ever read any novels wrote by Jack London? 

A. any B. ever read C. Have you D. wrote 

25. Books in the home is a wonderful source of knowledge and pleasure. 

A. the B. is C. of D. and 

26. This is a valuable book. You must look after it carefully and you needn’t lose it. 

A. needn’t B. a C. must look D. carefully 

27.  The theory is easy to understand. You  mustn’t explain it further. 

A. mustn’t B. easy to C. further D. The 

V. PRONUNCIATION. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 

the others. (0.75pt) 

28. A. preserved B. destroyed C. endangered D. provided 

29. A.wilderness B. wildlife C. digest D. describe 

30. A. natural B. habitat C. illegal D. animal 

VI. READING 1. Read the passage and answer the questions. (1.25pts) 

   For a long time the image most people had of a gorilla was a dangerous-looking animal with big, bared teeth. But 

researchers studying gorillas show a very different picture of mountain gorillas. The animals are peaceful, gentle, sociable, 

and mainly plant-eating creatures.  

Gorillas live in family groups. A typical group is led by the biggest and strongest grown-up male gorilla. He is called a 

silverback because the hair on a male's back turns from black to silvery grey as he grows up. A silverback's group usually 

includes one or two sub-adult males and a few females and their young.  

  Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. Their food includes a variety of plants, along with a few kinds of insects 

and worms. At night the animals make a nest to sleep in. Many lightweight gorillas nest in trees. The heavier ones may nest 

in grasses on the ground. Babies sleep with their mothers at night.  

  Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. They are endangered and threatened by civil wars in the smaller parts of 

Africa. Hunters kill them for food. Their forests are cut down for farmland, fuel, and housing. But many scientists, forest 

rangers and other concerned people are working hard to protect mountain gorillas and their habitats.  

31. Which of the following can be a group leader? 

A. A female gorilla  B. The biggest and strongest adult female gorilla. 

C. The biggest and strongest adult male gorilla. D. A grown-up gorilla 

32. What are the main features of the gorilla? 

A. They live in family groups.                                        B. They are peaceful, gentle, sociable, and mainly plant-eating. 

C. Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful.    D. Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. 

33. Why are gorillas in danger? 

A. Because of civil war. 

B. Because civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

C. Because of civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

D. Because of their habitat destruction. 

34. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Mountain gorillas eat mainly plants. B. Hunters kill mountain gorilla for the trees they live in. 

C. Life for mountain gorilla is peaceful. D. Gorrilas are very dangerous. 

VII. READING 2. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word for each 

of the following blanks. (1.5pts) 

  Our family has got many books. All the ...(35)... of our family buy books and read them. My mother says that books help us 

in self-education. In ancient times, books were written by hand. It was difficult to write a book ...(36)... a pen. Then printing 

came into our life. Printing played an important ...(37)... in the development of literature and culture. Now there are a lot of 

books in the shops, and there are many books in our flats. But it is difficult to buy all books ...(38)... we want to read. That’s 

why we get books in public libraries.  

  There are some problems in our life and sometimes it is difficult to deal with them. I think that books can help us. Last year, 

I read a very interesting book, An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser. This novel was published at the beginning of the 

20
th
 century. The novel ...(39)... the tragic fate of a boy and a girl, Clyde and Roberta ...(40)... name. It is a sad but 

meaningful story. This novel was written many years ago, but it is worth reading by teenagers nowadays. Books must be our 

friends during our lifetime.                        

35. A. groups B. relates C. members D. partners 

36. A. with B. at C. in D. by 

37. A. role B. game C. place D. lot 
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38. A. when B. who C. where D. which 

39. A. describes B. writes C. prescribes D. mentions 

40. A. with B. for C. of D. by 

 

The End 
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THPT GÌ ĐÂY 

TỔ ANH VĂN 

KIỂM TRA ĐỊNH KỲ - NĂM HỌC 2013-2014 

BÀI SỐ 3 ~ HỌC KỲ II - MÔN ANH VĂN 12  ~ ĐỀ 329 

February ......., 2014 

Thời Gian: 45 phút - không kể thời gian giao đề 
 

Name.....................................................12 A... 
 

 

 

 

 
Mark(s) 

I. PRONUNCIATION. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 

the others. (0.75pt) 

01. A. endangered B. destroyed C. provided D. preserved 

02. A. habitat B. illegal C. natural D. animal 

03. A. digest B.wilderness C. wildlife D. describe 

II. WORD STRESS. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (0.5pt) 

04. A. biodiversity B. conservation C. organization D. urbanization 

05. A. recommend B. awareness C. chemical D. vulnerable 

III. READING 1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word for each 

of the following blanks. (1.5pts) 

  Our family has got many books. All the ...(6)... of our family buy books and read them. My mother says that books help us 

in self-education. In ancient times, books were written by hand. It was difficult to write a book ...(7)... a pen. Then printing 

came into our life. Printing played an important ...(8)... in the development of literature and culture. Now there are a lot of 

books in the shops, and there are many books in our flats. But it is difficult to buy all books ...(9)... we want to read. That’s 

why we get books in public libraries.  

   There are some problems in our life and sometimes it is difficult to deal with them. I think that books can help us. Last 

year, I read a very interesting book, An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser. This novel was published at the beginning 

of the 20
th
 century. The novel ...(10)... the tragic fate of a boy and a girl, Clyde and Roberta ...(11)... name. It is a sad but 

meaningful story. This novel was written many years ago, but it is worth reading by teenagers nowadays. Books must be our 

friends during our lifetime.                        

06. A. members B. groups C. relates D. partners 

07. A. with B. in C. at D. by 

08. A. lot B. place C. role D. game 

09. A. who B. which C. when D. where 

10. A. describes B. prescribes C. writes D. mentions 

11. A. by B. of C. for D. with 

IV. LANGUAGE USES. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blank space. (3.75pts) 

12. The Red List has been introduced to… people’s awareness of conservation needs. 

A. raise B. upload C. grow D. lift 

13. - Mary: ………………?       Alice: He is brave, witty and very kind to people. 

A. What does Harry Potter look like? B. Who is Harry Potter? 

C. How does Harry Potter like? D. What is Harry Potter like? 

14. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause destruction to wildlife. 

A. erosion B. damage C. contamination D. pollution 

15. …..… is the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being damaged or destroyed.  

A. Measure B. Destruction C. Effort D. Conservation 

16. George: How often do you read books?          Anne: ……………… 

A. Oh, very good. B. I often swallow it. C. In the afternoon. D. Almost everyday. 

17. When a reader ‘……’ an interesting book, that means he reads it slowly and carefully. 

A. reviews B. chews and digests C. swallows D. dips into 

18. You ……join the exploration, boys. It‘s extremely dangerous. 

A. mightn’t B. needn’t C. may not D. mustn’t  

19. Frankie: Where is Dad?  Kitty: He…... be in the garden. I’m not sure. 

A. may B. ought C. had to D. has to 

20. A / An … species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. endanger B. endangered C. dangerous D. danger 

21. The picnic ……. because Peter has just had a bad fall off his bike. 

A. will cancel B. will have cancelled C. will be cancelled D. will be cancelling 

22. There are many plants and animals which are in …… of extinction. 

A. threat B. danger C. experience D. number 

23. Mrs. Hoa……. early retirement this year. She hasn’t decided yet. 

A. must be taken B. has to be taken C. may take D. need take 

24. When you have a small child in the house, you …… leave small objects lying around. Such objects …… be swallowed, 

causing serious injury or even death. 

A. mustn't / can't B. needn't / may C. should not / might D. should / must 

25. The package ….. carefully before it ……. 

A. needs wrapping / will post   B. must be wrapped / is posted 

C. should be wrapped / would be posted D. mustn’t be wrapped/ needs posting 
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26. Many species are now considered…. risk.…extinction. 

A. at - of B. for - with C. on - in D. in - at 

V. ERROR IDENTIFYING. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) in the sentence that needs 

correcting. (1pt) 

27. Books in the home is a wonderful source of knowledge and pleasure. 

A. and B. of C. the D. is 

28.  Have you  ever read any novels wrote by Jack London? 

A. Have you B. wrote C. any D. ever read 

29. This is a valuable book. You must look after it carefully and you needn’t lose it. 

A. carefully B. needn’t C. must look D. a 

30.  The theory is easy to understand. You  mustn’t explain it further. 

A. mustn’t B. The C. further D. easy to 

VI. READING 2. Read the passage and answer the questions. (1.25pts) 

   For a long time the image most people had of a gorilla was a dangerous-looking animal with big, bared teeth. But 

researchers studying gorillas show a very different picture of mountain gorillas. The animals are peaceful, gentle, sociable, 

and mainly plant-eating creatures.  

Gorillas live in family groups. A typical group is led by the biggest and strongest grown-up male gorilla. He is called a 

silverback because the hair on a male's back turns from black to silvery grey as he grows up. A silverback's group usually 

includes one or two sub-adult males and a few females and their young.  

  Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. Their food includes a variety of plants, along with a few kinds of insects 

and worms. At night the animals make a nest to sleep in. Many lightweight gorillas nest in trees. The heavier ones may nest 

in grasses on the ground. Babies sleep with their mothers at night.  

  Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. They are endangered and threatened by civil wars in the smaller parts of 

Africa. Hunters kill them for food. Their forests are cut down for farmland, fuel, and housing. But many scientists, forest 

rangers and other concerned people are working hard to protect mountain gorillas and their habitats.  

31. What are the main features of the gorilla? 

A. They live in family groups.                                        B. Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. 

C. Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful.    D. They are peaceful, gentle, sociable, and mainly plant-eating. 

32. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Life for mountain gorilla is peaceful. B. Mountain gorillas eat mainly plants. 

C. Gorrilas are very dangerous. D. Hunters kill mountain gorilla for the trees they live in. 

33. Why are gorillas in danger? 

A. Because of civil war. 

B. Because of civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

C. Because civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

D. Because of their habitat destruction. 

34. Which of the following can be a group leader? 

A. A female gorilla  B. A grown-up gorilla 

C. The biggest and strongest adult male gorilla. D. The biggest and strongest adult female gorilla. 

VII. WRITING. Mark the letter A, B C, or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes or rewrites each of 

the following sentences. (1.5pts) 

35. Is it possible for me to come to your house at about 7 pm? 

A. Should I come to your house at about 7pm? B. Must I come over to your house at about 7pm? 

C. May I come to your house at about 7pm? D. Will I come to your house at about 7pm? 

36. There is a plenty of time.  ……………… 

A. You mustn’t run to class. B. You needn’t run to class. 

C. You shouldn’t run to class. D. You can’t run to class. 

37. You can’t read different types of books in the same way. 

A. Different types of books in the same way can’t be read. 

B. Different types of books can be not read in the same way. 

C. Books can’t be read different types in the same way. 

D. Different types of books can’t be read in the same way. 

38. Who wrote the biography of Steve Jobs? 

A. Was the biography written by Steve Jobs?                    B. Whom did the biography of Steve Jobs be written? 

C. Was the biography of Steve Jobs written by whom?    D. By whom was the biography of Steve Jobs written?  

39. Hunting is prohibited here. 

A. You must be hunted here. B. You mustn’t go hunting here. 

        C. You needn’t go hunting here.                                      D. Hunting mustn’t be prohibited here. 

40. Books with good stories are described as “hard to put down”. 

A. They describe books as “ hard - to - put - down” with good stories. 
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B. They described books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

C. They describe books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

D. It is described books with good stories as “ hard -to - put -down”. 

 
The End 
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THPT GÌ ĐÂY 

TỔ ANH VĂN 

KIỂM TRA ĐỊNH KỲ - NĂM HỌC 2013-2014 

BÀI SỐ 3 ~ HỌC KỲ II - MÔN ANH VĂN 12  ~ ĐỀ 859 

February ......., 2014 

Thời Gian: 45 phút - không kể thời gian giao đề 
 

Name.....................................................12 A... 
 

 

 

 

 
Mark(s) 

I. READING 1. Read the passage and answer the questions. (1.25pts) 

   For a long time the image most people had of a gorilla was a dangerous-looking animal with big, bared teeth. But 

researchers studying gorillas show a very different picture of mountain gorillas. The animals are peaceful, gentle, sociable, 

and mainly plant-eating creatures.  

Gorillas live in family groups. A typical group is led by the biggest and strongest grown-up male gorilla. He is called a 

silverback because the hair on a male's back turns from black to silvery grey as he grows up. A silverback's group usually 

includes one or two sub-adult males and a few females and their young.  

  Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating. Their food includes a variety of plants, along with a few kinds of insects 

and worms. At night the animals make a nest to sleep in. Many lightweight gorillas nest in trees. The heavier ones may nest 

in grasses on the ground. Babies sleep with their mothers at night.  

  Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. They are endangered and threatened by civil wars in the smaller parts of 

Africa. Hunters kill them for food. Their forests are cut down for farmland, fuel, and housing. But many scientists, forest 

rangers and other concerned people are working hard to protect mountain gorillas and their habitats.  

01. Which of the following can be a group leader? 

A. A grown-up gorilla  B. The biggest and strongest adult male gorilla. 

C. The biggest and strongest adult female gorilla. D. A female gorilla 

02. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Life for mountain gorilla is peaceful. B. Hunters kill mountain gorilla for the trees they live in. 

C. Mountain gorillas eat mainly plants. D. Gorrilas are very dangerous. 

03. Why are gorillas in danger? 

A. Because civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

B. Because of civil war, hunters killing them for food and forests being cut down. 

C. Because of their habitat destruction. 

D. Because of civil war. 

04. What are the main features of the gorilla? 

A. Mountain gorillas spend much of their time eating.                   B. Life for mountain gorillas is not always peaceful. 

C. They are peaceful, gentle, sociable, and mainly plant-eating.    D. They live in family groups. 

II. WORD STRESS. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the others. (0.5pt) 

05. A. biodiversity B. conservation C. organization D. urbanization 

06. A. vulnerable B. chemical C. recommend D. awareness 

III. READING 2. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word for each 

of the following blanks. (1.5pts) 

  Our family has got many books. All the ...(7)... of our family buy books and read them. My mother says that books help us 

in self-education. In ancient times, books were written by hand. It was difficult to write a book ...(8)... a pen. Then printing 

came into our life. Printing played an important ...(9)... in the development of literature and culture. Now there are a lot of 

books in the shops, and there are many books in our flats. But it is difficult to buy all books ...(10)... we want to read. That’s 

why we get books in public libraries.  

  There are some problems in our life and sometimes it is difficult to deal with them. I think that books can help us. Last year, 

I read a very interesting book, An American Tragedy by Theodore Dreiser. This novel was published at the beginning of the 

20
th
 century. The novel ...(11)... the tragic fate of a boy and a girl, Clyde and Roberta ...(12)... name. It is a sad but 

meaningful story. This novel was written many years ago, but it is worth reading by teenagers nowadays. Books must be our 

friends during our lifetime.                        

07. A. members B. relates C. partners D. groups 

08. A. with B. by C. in D. at 

09. A. role B. place C. game D. lot 

10. A. which B. where C. who D. when 

11. A. writes B. mentions C. describes D. prescribes 

12. A. of B. for C. by D. with 

IV. PRONUNCIATION. Choose the word (A, B, C or D) which has the underlined part pronounced differently from 

the others. (0.75pt) 

13. A. destroyed B. preserved C. provided D. endangered 

14. A. describe B. wildlife C. digest D.wilderness 

15. A. illegal B. habitat C. animal D. natural 

V. LANGUAGE USES. Choose the best word or phrase (A, B, C or D) to fill in the blank space. (3.75pts) 

16. Frankie: Where is Dad?  Kitty: He…... be in the garden. I’m not sure. 

A. may B. had to C. has to D. ought 

17. The Red List has been introduced to… people’s awareness of conservation needs. 
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A. lift B. upload C. raise D. grow 

 

 

 

18. There are many plants and animals which are in …… of extinction. 

A. danger B. number C. threat D. experience 

19. Many species are now considered…. risk.…extinction. 

A. in - at B. on - in C. at - of D. for - with 

20. You ……join the exploration, boys. It‘s extremely dangerous. 

A. mightn’t B. mustn’t  C. may not D. needn’t 

21. Hunting for meat and burning forests for soil cause destruction to wildlife. 

A. erosion B. contamination C. damage D. pollution 

22. When a reader ‘……’ an interesting book, that means he reads it slowly and carefully. 

A. swallows B. chews and digests C. reviews D. dips into 

23. George: How often do you read books?          Anne: ……………… 

A. In the afternoon. B. Almost everyday. C. I often swallow it. D. Oh, very good. 

24. …..… is the management of land and water in ways that prevent it from being damaged or destroyed.  

A. Destruction B. Conservation C. Effort D. Measure 

25. When you have a small child in the house, you …… leave small objects lying around. Such objects …… be swallowed, 

causing serious injury or even death. 

A. should / must B. mustn't / can't C. should not / might D. needn't / may 

26. The picnic ……. because Peter has just had a bad fall off his bike. 

A. will have cancelled B. will cancel C. will be cancelled D. will be cancelling 

27. - Mary: ………………?       Alice: He is brave, witty and very kind to people. 

A. What does Harry Potter look like? B. What is Harry Potter like? 

C. Who is Harry Potter?  D. How does Harry Potter like? 

28. Mrs. Hoa……. early retirement this year. She hasn’t decided yet. 

A. may take B. need take C. has to be taken D. must be taken 

29. A / An … species is a population of an organism which is at risk of becoming extinct. 

A. endangered B. danger C. dangerous D. endanger  

30. The package ….. carefully before it ……. 

A. needs wrapping / will post   B. must be wrapped / is posted 

C. mustn’t be wrapped/ needs posting D. should be wrapped / would be posted 

VI. ERROR IDENTIFYING. Choose the underlined word or phrase (A, B, C or D) in the sentence that needs 

correcting. (1pt) 

31. This is a valuable book. You must look after it carefully and you needn’t lose it. 

A. a B. carefully C. needn’t D. must look 

32.  Have you  ever read any novels wrote by Jack London? 

A. ever read B. Have you C. any D. wrote 

33.  The theory is easy to understand. You  mustn’t explain it further. 

A. mustn’t B. easy to C. further D. The 

34. Books in the home is a wonderful source of knowledge and pleasure. 

A. is B. the C. and D. of 

VII. WRITING. Mark the letter A, B C, or D to indicate the correct answer that best completes or rewrites each of 

the following sentences. (1.5pts) 

35. Is it possible for me to come to your house at about 7 pm? 

A. Will I come to your house at about 7pm? B. May I come to your house at about 7pm? 

C. Should I come to your house at about 7pm? D. Must I come over to your house at about 7pm? 

36. Hunting is prohibited here. 

A. You needn’t go hunting here. B. You mustn’t go hunting here. 

       C. You must be hunted here.                                      D. Hunting mustn’t be prohibited here. 

37. You can’t read different types of books in the same way. 

A. Different types of books in the same way can’t be read. 

B. Different types of books can be not read in the same way. 

C. Different types of books can’t be read in the same way. 

D. Books can’t be read different types in the same way. 

38. Books with good stories are described as “hard to put down”. 

A. They describe books as “ hard - to - put - down” with good stories. 

B. They describe books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

C. They described books with good stories as “ hard - to - put -down”. 

D. It is described books with good stories as “ hard -to - put -down”. 

39. There is a plenty of time.  ……………… 

A. You needn’t run to class. B. You mustn’t run to class. 

C. You shouldn’t run to class. D. You can’t run to class. 
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40. Who wrote the biography of Steve Jobs? 

A. Was the biography written by Steve Jobs?                    B. Was the biography of Steve Jobs written by whom? 

C. Whom did the biography of Steve Jobs be written?      D. By whom was the biography of Steve Jobs written?  

 

The End 
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